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Abstract
We introduce high-performance ultrathin supercapacitor electrodes obtained through the
direct covalent-bonding layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly (or ligand-exchange LbL assembly) of
amine-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and transition metal oxide nano-
particles (TMO NPs). The main characteristic of our approach is that the internal interfacial
resistance of the electrodes can be minimized through the direct covalent-bonding adsorption
of densely packed, high-quality TMO NPs onto CNTs without the aid of nonactive binders or
insulating NP ligands, and the resulting volumetric capacitance and cycling stability of the
electrodes can be significantly enhanced. For this study, well-defined oleic acid-stabilized
pseudocapacitive metal oxide nanoparticles (i.e., OA–Fe3O4 and OA–MnO NPs) prepared in
toluene were densely adsorbed onto the CNT layer due to the high affinity between the surface
of the TMO NPs and the NH2 moieties of the CNTs. The (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 multilayer
electrode exhibited a high volumetric capacitance of 248715 F cm�3 (12877 F g�1) at
5 mV s�1 despite the intrinsically low specific capacitance of the Fe3O4 NPs. Additionally,
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these film electrodes exhibited high performance stability, maintaining 99.2% of their initial
capacitance after 1000 cycles. Furthermore, upon the insertion of OA–MnO NPs with high
crystallinity and a high theoretical pseudocapacitance value within multilayers instead of OA–
Fe3O4 NPs, the formed electrodes (i.e., (CNT/OA–MnO NP)20 multilayers) exhibited a higher
volumetric capacitance of 305710 F cm�3 (18375 F g�1) (at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1) than
other conventional ultrathin supercapacitor electrodes, including manganese oxide or iron
oxide NPs.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The rapid expansion in the use of motor vehicles, various
portable electronic devices and microscale systems has
increased the demand for energy storage devices. There-
fore, recent research efforts have been directed toward the
fabrication of various high-performance batteries [1–5], fuel
cells [6–8], and electrochemical capacitors [9–12]. Notably,
electrochemical capacitors, which are also called super-
capacitors, can provide higher power and exhibit longer
lifespans but less energy than lithium-ion batteries and
therefore have become important energy storage devices
for high-power applications, such as the load leveling of
heavy machinery, backup power supplies and integrated
power supplies for on-chip micro-scale devices [13–20]. The
performance of these electrochemical capacitors strongly
depends on various processable properties, such as the
active surface area of the electrode, the homogeneous
electrode architecture, the internal resistance at the
interfaces of active components, and the incorporation of
active components into electrodes, as well as inherent
properties, such as the specific capacitance and electric
conductivity of the electrode materials. Therefore, the
successful development of high-performance electrochemi-
cal capacitors is closely related to the realization of
electrodes, enabling a high degree of control over electrode
dimensions and highly uniform nano-architecture while
simultaneously allowing the incorporation and controlled
dispersion of a wide variety of electrochemical components.

Electrochemical capacitors are generally classified into two
types according to their charge-storage mechanisms: (1) elec-
tric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) with carbon electrodes
[10,21–23] and (2) pseudocapacitors with high capacitive
metal oxide electrodes [24–30]. Given that a theoretically
high specific capacitance of transition metal oxides (TMOs) is
obtained from nano-sized particles, the amount of charge
stored in pseudocapacitors with TMO NPs is generally higher
than that in conventional EDLCs [30]. Many characteristics,
such as the size, crystallinity, crystal structure, and nanos-
tructure shape, and the amount of adsorbed TMO NPs strongly
affect the electrochemical behavior of supercapacitors
[26,27,31]. Considering the characteristics of NPs, the synth-
esis of TMO NPs using hydrophobic ligands such as oleic acid
(OA) in organic media is more desirable than TMO NP synthesis
in aqueous media [32,33]. Additionally, when dispersed in
organic media, these NPs should be highly stable without
agglomeration, enabling the uniform adsorption of NPs and the
resulting homogeneous film architecture during electrode
preparation.
Recently, supercapacitor electrodes composed of conduc-
tive CNTs with an interconnected 3D porous network structure
and TMO NPs with rapid surface redox reactions and high
capacitance have been used to achieve both high energy and
high power densities [34,35]. A critical design factor of CNT/
TMO NP-based electrodes is the uniform incorporation of the
high-energy TMO NPs into a CNT conducting matrix using
simple and versatile techniques with a pore architecture and
a high degree of control over the interface between the
conducting matrix and the TMO NPs, which can enhance the
electrochemical properties. With an optimized 3D nanocom-
posite structure, the void volume of the CNT matrix can be
filled with numerous high-energy TMO NPs, which not only
facilitate ionic and electronic transport to support the fast
pseudocapacitive reactions of TMO NPs but also increase the
volumetric energy density of the electrode. Additionally, long-
term electrode stability is required for use in supercapacitors.
Therefore, the stable and dense coating of active TMO NPs on
the CNT matrix and its interfacial stability upon the charge/
discharge cycling process should be considered important
factors to improve the capacitance and cycling stability of
composite electrodes with a limited volume. Jiang et al.
reported that the volumetric capacitance (1.26 F � cm�3 at a
scan rate of 100 mV s�1) of electrodes prepared from verti-
cally aligned CNT forests with inserted nickel NPs was 5.7-fold
greater than that of the pure CNT forest sample and that the
supercapacitor also retained 94.2% of its initial capacitance
after 10,000 cycles [28]. Although a vacuum-assisted electro-
deposition method was partly employed to prepare the
densely packed nickel NPs on the CNT forests for high-
performance pseudocapacitor electrodes, a simplified solution
manufacturing process is required to produce large-scale
electrodes at low cost. Zhang et al. reported that CuO–CNT
nanocomposite electrodes obtained through a solution blend-
ing process exhibited a specific capacitance (62 F � g�1) that
was 2.6-fold greater than that of a pure CNT electrode;
further, this electrode retained approximately 83% of its initial
capacitance after 1000 cycles [29].

Another promising approach is the electrostatic layer-by-
layer (LbL) assembly method [31,36–43], which provides a
simple route for the fabrication of a supercapacitor film
with controlled thickness on the nanometer scale and with
tailored composition by exploiting the electrostatic inter-
actions between oppositely charged materials in aqueous
media. In particular, for electrostatic LbL assembly, the
inserted loading amount of TMO NPs, the film structure, and
the electrochemical properties of nanostructured electro-
des are strongly affected by various but complex assembly
conditions, such as the pH, concentration, and/or ionic
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strength of the deposition solution. Lee et al. recently
reported that electrostatic LbL-assembled (charged CNT
multilayers/amorphous MnOx NP) electrodes displayed a
high volumetric capacitance of 246 F cm�3 at 10 mV s�1,
showing the good operation stability (i.e., a decrease of
11.6% relative to the initial capacitance after 1000
cycles) [42]. More recently, Hyder et al. reported that
an electrostatic LbL-assembled (cationic TiO2 NP/anionic
CNT)n film electrodes exhibited a maximum capacitance
of 228719 F cm�3 at 1 mV s�1, and excellent operation
stability (i.e., a 7% loss in specific capacitance after 1000
cycles) [43]. These researchers used a cationic polyelec-
trolyte as a stabilizer for TiO2 NPs to prevent NP agglom-
eration and achieve a high dispersion stability of NPs.
However, these insulating polyelectrolytes, which were
employed for electrostatic interaction between TiO2 NPs
and anionic CNTs, can increase the internal interfacial
resistance within film electrodes.

To the best of our knowledge, most studies on super-
capacitor electrodes using multilayer films have been based
on electrostatic LbL assembly in aqueous media, and the
resulting electrodes exhibited the low packing density of
pseudocapacitive TMO NPs. Generally, the electrostatic
repulsion among aqueous NPs with identical charges and
the use of diluted NP concentration tend to limit the
packing density of a NP layer too30% [44,45]. Although it
has been reported that the excessive loading of pseudoca-
pacitive TMO NPs with low electrical conductivity onto CNTs
can result in poor electrochemical performance, forming a
dense but inhomogeneous electrode architecture [43], little
experimental consensus exists on the TMO NP loading
amount at which the electrochemical performance of super-
capacitors is suppressed.

Here, we report on ultrathin supercapacitor electrodes
based on direct covalent-bonding LbL-assembled (amine-
functionalized CNT/oleic acid–stabilized TMO NPs)n (i.e.,
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n and (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n) multilayers
formed in organic media instead of electrostatic LbL-
assembly in aqueous media. The loading amount of highly
stable TMO NPs in either toluene or hexane was manipu-
lated using only the NP concentration without additional
deposition conditions. The consecutive LbL-assembly of
(CNT/OA–TMO NP)n multilayers was achieved by the direct
formation of chemically stable covalent bonds between the
CNTs and the metal oxide NPs, inducing the detachment of
OA ligands from the surface of the TMO NPs. It should be
noted that our approach requires no insulating polymer
binder or polyelectrolyte stabilizer for high compatibility
(or affinity) between the CNTs and TMO NPs and also has the
advantage of minimizing the internal interfacial resistance
of the electrodes due to the removal of insulating OA
ligands during multilayer deposition.

Our study also focused on the preparation of ultrathin
supercapacitor electrodes with a high loading amount of well-
defined metal oxide NPs, a highly homogeneous electrode
architecture, a high capacitance in a limited volume, a good
rate capability, and a high long-term cycling stability, which
can be effectively applied to microscale energy-storage
devices [46] such as nanorobotics, microelectromechanical
systems, and wearable personal electronics. Additionally, we
investigated the relationships among the loading amount of
OA–TMO NPs, the film conductivity, and the volumetric
capacitance of the film electrode, which can provide a basis
for optimizing and enhancing the performance of ultrathin
film-type supercapacitors. It should be noted that the 8 nm-
sized OA–Fe3O4 NPs and 11 nm-sized MnO NPs used in our
system were selected as inexpensive, non-toxic, and well-
defined pseudocapacitive NPs in contrast to expensive RuO2

[47] and amorphous MnO2 NPs [42,48]. Although it has been
reported that conventional Fe3O4 NPs synthesized in aqueous
solution exhibit a low specific capacitance (o40 F g�1) [49],
the specific capacitance of well-defined OA–Fe3O4 NPs synthe-
sized in nonpolar media was measured to be approximately
75 F g�1 (the measurement details will be shown in the
Supporting Information, Experimental Details). Additionally,
the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n electrodes prepared using our
approach can exhibit high volumetric capacitance (approxi-
mately 248715 F cm�3 at 5 mV s�1), excellent cycling stabi-
lity (99.2% of the initial capacitance after 1000 cycles), and
good rate capability, allowing a OA–Fe3O4 NP loading of 78%.
In particular, this volumetric capacitance was significantly
higher (more than three-fold) than that of conventional
supercapacitor electrodes composed of carbon-based materi-
als and iron oxide NPs. Furthermore, when employing OA–MnO
NPs with intrinsically high pseudocapacitance values instead
of OA–Fe3O4 NPs, the volumetric capacitance of the (CNT/OA–
MnO NP)n electrodes could be increased up to
305710 F � cm�3 (at 5 mV s�1), which is superior to that of
other conventional (manganese oxide-based) supercapacitor
electrodes. Considering that the performance of supercapa-
citors strongly depends on the loading amount of NPs, the
qualities of NPs, the conductivity, and the type of interfacial
bonding between the conductive materials and the pseudo-
capacitive NPs, our approach can provide a basis for signifi-
cantly enhancing the electrochemical performance of
supercapacitor electrodes.

Experimental section

The functionalization of CNTs (i.e., amine- or carboxylic
acid-functionalized CNTs) and oleic-acid-stabilized transi-
tion metal oxide nanoparticles (i.e., OA–Fe3O4, OA–MnO,
and OA–TiO2) was established using a previously reported
protocol. The experimental details are provided in the
Supporting Information.

Results and discussion

Ultrathin LbL-assembled (CNT/OA–TMO NP)n multilayers for
supercapacitor film electrodes were prepared through LbL
assembly in organic media. First, the OA–Fe3O4 NPs, which
were prepared in toluene and had diameters of approxi-
mately 871 nm (Fig. 1a), were directly deposited onto
substrates coated with CNTs. In this case, the OA ligands,
which are loosely bound to the surfaces of the Fe3O4 NPs,
can be replaced by the CNTs through a ligand exchange
reaction due to the high affinity between the Fe3O4 NPs and
the NH2 groups of the CNTs [41]. Although the carboxylate
ion (COO�) group acts as either a chelating ligand that binds
to Fe through two O atoms or as a monodentate ligand that
links to Fe through only one O atom [32], the carboxylate-
based ligands around each Fe3O4 NP can be replaced by
surfactants containing a functional group with a high affinity



Fig. 1 (a) HR-TEM image of the approximately 871 nm OA–Fe3O4 NPs. (b) FTIR spectra of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers.
(c) Frequency and mass change of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers as a function of the layer number (n). (d) Total film
thicknesses of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5, 10, 15, and 20 multilayers measured from the cross-sectional SEM images.
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for Fe. This ligand exchange between the OA ligands bound
to the Fe3O4 NPs and the NH2 groups of the CNTs was verified
by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), as illu-
strated in Fig. 1b. The C-H stretching (2924 and 2853 cm�1)
and COO� stretching (1601, 1530, and 1412 cm�1) peaks
originated from the long aliphatic chains and carboxylate
(COO�) groups of the OA ligands bound to the Fe3O4 NPs. It
has been reported that the COO� stretching (i.e., asym-
metric νas(COO�) and symmetric νs(COO�)) peaks appear in
place of the C=O stretching (1710 cm�1) peak from the
carboxylic acid (COOH) group when OA ligands are adsorbed
onto the surface of Fe3O4 NPs [50,51]. The N-H bending and
C-N bond stretching vibrations at 1640 and 1120 cm�1,
respectively, are attributed to the amine-functionalized
CNTs [52,53]. Notably, the COO� stretching peaks at 1601
and 1530 cm�1 arising from the OA–Fe3O4 NPs nearly over-
lapped with the N-H bending mode of the CNT (Fig. S1 in
Supporting Information). Therefore, the two adsorption
peaks at 1640 and 1412 cm�1 were attributed to the N-H
bending of the CNT and to the COO� stretching of the OA
ligand embedded within the LbL-assembled CNT/OA–Fe3O4

NP film.
Following the subsequent adsorption of the OA–Fe3O4 layer
onto the CNT-coated film (i.e., OA–Fe3O4 NP/CNT/substrate),
the adsorption peaks for C-H stretching (2924 and 2853 cm�1)
and COO� stretching (1412 cm�1), which arise from the
loosely bound OA ligands mentioned above, significantly
increased after the deposition of the OA–Fe3O4 layer. These
characteristic peaks decreased again when the CNT layer was
subsequently deposited onto the outermost OA–Fe3O4 layer,
which resulted from the replacement of OA ligands by the
amine moieties of the CNTs. Although weak C-H and COO�

stretching peaks of the OA ligands were still observed due to
the presence of the partially unbound sites between the OA–
Fe3O4 NPs and CNTs because of the porous structure of the CNT
layer, the decrease in the intensities of the C-H and COO�

stretching peaks implies that a large quantity of OA ligands
bound to the outermost surface of the Fe3O4 NPs was
substituted with the CNTs when the outermost layer was
changed from OA–Fe3O4 to a CNT layer. Conversely, when the
outermost layer was then changed from CNTs to OA–Fe3O4 NPs,
the C-H and COO� stretching peaks (2924, 2853, and
1412 cm�1) of the OA ligand increased again. As the CNT layer
was further adsorbed onto the outermost OA-Fe3O4 NP-coated
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film as a function of deposition time, the absorption peak
intensity of the COO– stretching at 1412 cm�1 significantly
decreased at 20 min and reached a plateau after 30 min
(Fig. S2 in Supporting Information). Although the COO–

stretching peak of OA ligands at 1412 cm�1 were still observed
even after sufficient adsorption time, these phenomena are
mainly due to the presence of unbounded sites between porous
CNT chains and OA–Fe3O4 NPs. However, a notable decrease in
peak intensity of OA ligand absorbance indicates that the
formation of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer films can be
induced by the ligand-exchange reaction between the OA
ligands of the Fe3O4 NPs and the NH2 groups of the CNTs
instead of conventional electrostatic LbL assembly, yielding a
low packing density of Fe3O4 NPs (Scheme 1). It should also be
noted that various hydrophobic OA–TMO NPs, which include
either OA–MnO or OA–TiO2 and OA–Fe3O4 NPs, can be LbL-
assembled with CNTs (Fig. S3 in Supporting Information).

The loading amounts of CNTs and OA–Fe3O4 NPs
embedded within the multilayers were quantified by quartz
crystal microscopy (QCM) (Fig. 1c). In this case, the
concentrations of the CNT and OA–Fe3O4 NP solutions used
for LbL assembly were 2 and 10 mg �mL�1, respectively.
Measuring the frequency changes (ΔF) from which the mass
changes (Δm) were calculated for the alternating deposi-
tion of CNT and OA–Fe3O4 NP yielded –ΔF values of 1973 Hz
(Δm of approximately 330 ng � cm�2) and 63711 Hz (Δm of
approximately 1110 ng � cm�2), respectively. The formation
of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers was further character-
ized using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-
SEM) (Fig. 1d). The total thickness of each (CNT/OA–Fe3O4

NP)n multilayer film was investigated as a function of the
number of bilayers and then was measured at approximately
40 nm for n=5, 81 nm for n=10, 100 nm for n=15, and
133 nm for n=20.

Based on the adsorbed quantities and film thicknesses of
the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers, the mass density of
the multilayers was calculated to be approximately
1.9470.02 g � cm�3 (the density of Fe3O4 is 5.0 g cm�3).
The high packing density of the OA–Fe3O4 NPs onto CNTwas
Scheme 1 Schematic of the (CNT/OA–TMO NP)n mult
visually confirmed using high–resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HR-TEM) (Fig. 2a). It should be noted that
such a high density of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n films prepared
from covalent-bonding LbL-assembly (more specifically,
ligand-exchange LbL-assembly) in organic media has not
been readily achieved through traditional electrostatic LbL-
assembly (Fig. S4 in Supporting Information). To further
clarify these issues, water-dispersible pentacyclooctasilox-
ane octakis hydrate-octakis (tetramethylammonium)-stabi-
lized Fe3O4 NPs (i.e., octakis–Fe3O4) were prepared by
stabilizer exchange from oleic acid to the negatively
charged octakis, and then, octakis–Fe3O4 NPs were electro-
statically adsorbed onto positively charged CNTs. Here, the
formed NP array exhibited a level of decorated adsorption
(i.e., a low packing density) due to the long-range electro-
static repulsion between identically charged NPs despite
the same deposition conditions (i.e., NP concentration of
approximately 10 mg mL�1) as those used for the adsorption
of OA–Fe3O4 NPs (Fig. 2b). Additionally, the mass density of
the (cationic CNT/anionic octakis-Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers
was calculated to be approximately 1.2 g � cm�3. The den-
sity of electrostatic LbL-assembled (anionic CNT/cationic
TiO2)n films was recently reported to be 0.8670.06 g � cm�3

(the density of TiO2 is approximately 3.84 g � cm�3) [43].
These results suggest the possibility that direct covalent-
bonded LbL-assembled films with densely packed OA–Fe3O4

NPs can be effectively used to enhance the pseudocapaci-
tive performance of the porous CNT-based electrode within
a defined volume.

The dense packing of OA–Fe3O4 NPs was also confirmed by
the surface wettability determined using water contact
angle measurements. Surface wettability measurements,
which are known to be quite sensitive to the chemical and
physical properties of the uppermost surface in the range of
a few nanometers (nm), are strongly affected by the
chemical structure and physical interdigitation present in
sequentially adsorbed components [54,55]. In this case, the
alternating LbL deposition of CNTs and OA–Fe3O4 NPs leads
to a highly periodic alternation in the water contact angle
ilayer using direct covalent-bonding LbL assembly.



Fig. 2 HR-TEM images of (a) CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NPs and (b) cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NPs. Anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NPs in water
were prepared by stabilizer exchange from oleic acid to the negatively charged octakis. The inset presents the SAED pattern of CNT/
OA–Fe3O4 NPs. Water contact angles measured from (c) the (2 mg �mL�1 CNT/10 mg �mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NP)n and (d) the (2 mg mL�1

CNT/1 mg mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers. Odd and even numbers indicate the layers deposited with CNTs and OA–Fe3O4 NPs,
respectively.
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on the resulting multilayer films between approximately
30791 and 113751 (Fig. 2c). These phenomena imply that
the densely packed OA–Fe3O4 NP layer significantly lowers
the degree of interdigitation between the preadsorbed and
subsequently adsorbed CNT layers that occurs during the
LbL growth of multilayer films, in addition to effectively
screening the chemical properties of CNT. However, if the
OA–Fe3O4 NPs are loosely packed on the CNTs, no apparent
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oscillation in the water contact angle is observed (Fig. 2d),
implying that the surface wettability of the outermost layer
strongly reflects the chemical and physical properties of the
CNTs and OA–Fe3O4 NPs [55]. That is, these results indicate
that the hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties of the film
surface can be dramatically changed by the dense packing
of OA–Fe3O4 NPs.

The quality of the OA–Fe3O4 NPs used in our study was
investigated with respect to their magnetic properties. For this
purpose, the magnetic characterization of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n
films as a function of the number of bilayers was performed
using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer in the field range from �4000 to +4000 Oe.
The magnetization curves of these nanocomposites were
measured at room temperature (T=300 K) and found to be
reversible without coercivity, remanence, or hysteresis, sug-
gesting typical superparamagnetic behavior (Fig. 3a). The
saturated magnetization increased regularly with increasing
bilayer number and with the total amount of OA–Fe3O4 NPs
adsorbed within the multilayer films. The magnetization per
gram of adsorbed OA–Fe3O4 NPs was similar for different
Fig. 3 (a) The magnetization curves of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5, 10,

curves of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5, 10, and 15 multilayer films divided b
magnetization curve of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)10 multilayer films at 5
field-cooling (FC) magnetization measured using 150 Oe.
multilayered films, and a high saturated magnetism of approxi-
mately 150 emu g�1 was observed with negligible differences
(Fig. 3b). Mamedov et al. reported that the saturated magnet-
ism of LbL multilayer films based on electrostatically charged
Fe3O4 NPs is approximately 4.00� 10�3 emu g�1 at 10 K [56].
However, at liquid helium temperature (T=5 K), the thermally
activated magnetization flipping properties of the (CNT/OA–
Fe3O4 NP)n nanocomposites exhibited frustrated superparamag-
netic behavior (Fig. 3c). That is, the magnetization curves
acquired a loop shape with distinct separation between the two
sweeping directions, which is typically observed for ferro-
magnets. Fig. 3d shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetization of the nanocomposites from 300 K to 5 K under
an applied magnetic field of 150 Oe. The blocking temperature
(TB), which began to deviate between the zero-field-cooling
(ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) magnetization states, was fixed at
approximately 61 K. Park et al. reported that pristine OA–Fe3O4

NPs with diameters of approximately 8 nm exhibit a TB of 61 K
[33]. These results clearly demonstrate that the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4

NP)n nanocomposite multilayers retained the inherent proper-
ties of Fe3O4 NPs and that the synthesis of OA–Fe3O4 NPs in
and 15 multilayer films measured at 300 K. (b) The magnetization
y the mass of adsorbed OA–Fe3O4 NPs within multilayers. (c) The
K. (d) Temperature dependence of zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and



Fig. 4 Electrical conductivity of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5, 10, 15, and

20 multilayer films as a function of the bilayer number (n).
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nonpolar media yielded superior characteristics (e.g., crystal-
linity, size distribution, and magnetic properties) to those of
electrostatically charged Fe3O4 NPs synthesized in aqueous
media. Additionally, the blocking temperature of Fe3O4 NP
array has also been reported to shift to significantly higher
temperatures when the isolated array was changed into a 3D
NP array because of the relatively strong dipole interactions
between the magnetic moments of the individual particles
[57]. However, the fixed blocking temperature shown in our
study suggest that the CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP multilayers could
preserve the intrinsic magnetic properties of the isolated NPs
because the interposed CNT layers separate the NPs and,
thus, effectively block the dipole interactions between the
magnetic Fe3O4 NPs.

The electrical properties of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multi-
layers were investigated by measuring the sheet resistance of
the multilayered films using a four-point probe, as shown in
Fig. 4. The sheet resistance and conductivity of the (CNT/OA–
Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers decreased from 4.3 � 106 to 8.2 � 105

Ω �▯�1 and increased from 60 to 92 S m�1 as the bilayer
number (n) increased from 5 to 20 (i.e., the film thickness
increased from 40 to 133 nm), respectively. It has recently
been reported that the conductivity of electrostatic LbL-
assembled (cationic TiO2 NP/anionic CNT)n multilayers was
significantly increased with increasing bilayer number (n) due
to the increased percolation of CNTs. However, for LbL-
assembled multilayers composed of poly(ethylene imine)
(PEI) and OA–Fe3O4 NPs, these films could not be measured
using the four-point probe method due to their extremely high
resistance (4�108 Ω �□�1). Although Fe3O4 has been reported
to possess high electrical conductivity (� 2� 104 S �m�1) [58],
the reduced diameter of the Fe3O4 NPs increases the resistivity
due to nanosize effects related to the increased surface-to-
volume ratio [59]. These results clearly indicate that the CNTs
can operate as continuous conductive pathways within the
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer, inducing the removal of
insulating OA ligands bound to the surface of Fe3O4 NPs during
multilayer fabrication even though the densely packed Fe3O4

NP arrays lower the level of interdigitation between neighbor-
ing CNT layers. To more evidently confirm these phenomena,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
of 133 nm-thick (CNT/OA-Fe3O4 NP) and the 131 nm-thick (PEI/
OA-Fe3O4 NP) multilayer electrodes were conducted in the
frequency range from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz at potential amplitude
of 10 mV (Fig. S5 in Supporting Information). In this case, the
equivalent-series resistance of the 133 nm-thick (CNT/OA-
Fe3O4 NP) and the 131 nm-thick (PEI/OA-Fe3O4 NP) multilayer
films were measured to be 67.5 and 90.5 Ω, respectively.
These results evidently demonstrate that porous (CNT/OA-
Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers are effective for facilitating ion and
electron transfer compared to the OA-Fe3O4 NP-based multi-
layers containing insulating polymers.

Based on these results, we explored the possibility that the
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayers could be effectively used as
an utrathin supercapacitor electrode. For this investigation,
the electrochemical performance of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n
multilayers deposited on an indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate
was evaluated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic
charge/discharge measurements. The cell included a Pt mesh
as the counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode in a
0.1 M Na2SO3 electrolyte rather than a harsh acidic electro-
lyte. First, CV was employed to examine the charge-storage
capacities of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer electrodes.
Here, the CV scans were performed in the potential window
between �0.9 V and +0.1 V to prevent degradation of the
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer electrodes and electrolyte at
higher potentials. Fig. 5a presents the CV data for the (CNT/
OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5-20 electrodes at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1 as a
function of the bilayer number (n). The current level of the
asymmetric CV curve with a redox peak was observed to
increase with increasing bilayer number (or total film thick-
ness) of the multilayer electrode. Furthermore, the total
integrated charge density (in mC � cm�2) was calculated using
the integrated area of the CV curves shown in Fig. 5a. In this
case, the total charge density of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n
electrodes increased almost linearly with the bilayer number
of the multilayer electrodes, implying that the total electrode
capacity can be further enhanced and precisely adjusted by
adjusting the bilayer number (Fig. 5b). In contrast, the CV
curve of the hydrogen-bonded LbL-assembled (amine-functio-
nalized CNT/carboxylic acid-functionalized CNT)n (i.e., H-
bonded (CNT/CNT)n) electrode, which corresponds to the
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n electrode, exhibited a rectangular shape
with a relatively low current level in the potential range of
�0.9 to +0.1 V, which is characteristic of double layer
capacitance (a more detailed explanation is given in a later
section). Based on these results, it is reasonable to conclude
that the lack of symmetry in the CV curve with a redox peak
from the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n electrodes was mainly due to
the contribution of the pseudocapacitive Fe3O4 NPs to the
total capacitance. In this case, the total capacity of the (CNT/
OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrode was approximately 3.8-fold higher
than that of the H-bonded (CNT/CNT)20 electrode thermally
treated at 150 1C (Fig. S6 in Supporting Information).

The (CNT/10 mg mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrodes also
exhibited good pseudocapacitive behavior as the scan rate
increased from 5 to 400 mV s�1, suggesting that the multilayer
electrodes possess properties of rapid charge transfer and
cation diffusion and, consequently, good rate capability
despite the densely packed OA–Fe3O4 NP layers (Fig. 5c).
However, a further increase in the scan rate caused a shift in
the peak current toward higher potentials during the charging
step due to poor reaction kinetics [42,60]. Although the
capacitance values decreased as the scan rate increased,
which is normal behavior for electrochemical charge storage



Fig. 5 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of LbL-assembled (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n=5, 10, 15, and 20 electrodes at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1.
(b) Total integrated charge of the LbL-assembled (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n electrodes at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1 as a function of the
bilayer number (n). (c) Cyclic voltammograms of the LbL-assembled (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrode as a function of the scan rate (5
to 400 mV s�1). (d) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrodes at different current densities ranging
from 2 to 10 A g�1.
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systems (Fig. S7a in Supporting Information), the (CNT/OA-
Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer electrode prepared from OA-Fe3O4 NP
solution with relatively low concentration (i.e., 0.1 mg mL�1

OA-Fe3O4 NP) can decrease the decay rate of capacitance by
an increase of scan rate (Fig. S7b in Supporting Information).
That is, at high scan rates, protons or alkaline metal cations
reached the outer surface layer of the electrode, and the
interior pores of the OA–Fe3O4 NPs had significant difficulty in
being utilized. Another possibility may be attributed to the
surface adsorption process [61] at higher scan rates. Accord-
ingly, a portion of the surface of the electrode materials
contributed a high charging/discharging rate, which decreased
the specific capacitance [62].

Fig. 5d shows the changes in the galvanostatic charge-
discharge curves of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 film electrodes
as the current density was increased from 2 to 10 A � g�1. As
shown in Fig. 5d, the inclined parts (or minor charge-discharge
plateau) in the charging potential window in the range from
�0.5 to �0.4 V and the discharging potential window in the
range from �0.6 to �0.7 V indicate superimposed redox
reactions, which correspond to the redox peak of the CV
curves in Fig. 5a. More specifically, at values greater than
�0.4 V, the time dependence of the potential is linear,
implying pure double-layer capacitance behavior from the
charge separation at the electrode-electrolyte interface. In
contrast, at values less than �0.4 V, the time dependence of
the potential is nonlinear due to the typical pseudocapaci-
tance behavior of OA–Fe3O4 as an inserted electrode material.
These phenomena are in stark contrast with the linear time-
dependent behavior of the H-bonded (CNT/CNT)n electrodes
without OA–Fe3O4 NPs (Fig. S8 in Supporting Information). It
has been reported that the redox behavior of solution
blending-based nanocomposite electrodes composed of Fe3O4

nanosheets and carbon nanofibers is mainly due to reversible
multielectron redox reactions (i.e., surface redox reactions of
sulfur in the form of sulfate and sulfite anions and the redox
reactions between FeII and FeIII) of the inserted Fe3O4 NPs in
an electrolyte solution [61,63].

Considering that the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n film electrodes
with an extremely high density of approximately 1.94 g � cm�3
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exhibit double-layer capacitance and pseudocapacitance beha-
viors, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these electrodes
prepared from covalent-bonding LbL-assembly are superior to
the traditional nanocomposite (i.e., solution-blended
[29,61,63], vacuum-deposited [28], and electrostatic LbL-
assembled nanocomposites [42]) electrodes composed of CNTs
and/or Fe3O4 NPs with respect to the volumetric capacitance.
To confirm these possibilities, we prepared electrostatic LbL-
assembled (cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NP) and H-
bonded (CNT/CNT) film electrodes with partial amide bonds
after thermal treatment at 150 1C (Fig. 6a). Notably, for the
electrostatic LbL (cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NP) film,
the 10 mg �mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NPs were phase-transferred from
toluene to aqueous media using anionic octakis ligands, and
the resulting 10 mg �mL�1 anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NPs were LbL-
assembled with the cationic CNT layer. The number of bilayers
in the above-mentioned films was determined to be similar to
the total film thickness of 40 nm of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)
Fig. 6 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of 45-nm-thick (cationic CNT/an
40-nm-thick (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP) electrode films at a scan rate of 50 m
electrodes as a function of the OA–Fe3O4 NP loading. In this case, loa
films were obtained from 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mg mL�1 OA–Fe3O
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer electrodes as a function of the adso
OA–Fe3O4 NPs deposited onto the CNT network. (d) Capacitance re
octakis–Fe3O4 NP)20 multilayer electrodes as a function of cycling n
electrodes. In these cases, the current and area in the CV
curve for the 40-nm-thick (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP) film electrodes
were significantly larger than those for the 55-nm-thick H-
bonded (CNT/CNT) and the 45-nm-thick (cationic CNT/anionic
octakis–Fe3O4 NP) electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1 and
with the same electrolyte solution. These results indicate that
the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n film electrode with a densely packed
OA–Fe3O4 array can effectively utilize the high energy density
of Fe3O4 NPs with multielectron redox reactions for electro-
chemical capacitor applications. To further investigate these
possibilities, the volumetric capacitances of the (CNT/OA–
Fe3O4 NP)20 film electrodes were calculated from the CV
curves for a quantitative comparison with those of the (cationic
CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NP)20 and H-bonded (CNT/CNT)20
electrodes (Experimental Details in Supporting Information).
The (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20, (cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4

NP)20, and H-bonded (CNT/CNT)20 electrodes exhibited max-
imum volumetric capacitances of approximately 248, 141, and
ionic octakis–Fe3O4 NP), 55-nm-thick H-bonded (CNT/CNT) and
V s�1. (b) Conductivities of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer

ding amounts of 28, 42, 54, 68, and 78 wt % OA–Fe3O4 NPs within

4 NP solutions, respectively. (c) Volumetric capacitance of the
rbed amount of OA–Fe3O4 NPs. The inset shows TEM images of
tention of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 and (cationic CNT/anionic
umber (n) at a constant scan rate of 100 mV s�1.
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69 F cm�3 at 5 mV s�1, respectively. Although the specific
capacitance value (79 F � g�1) of the OA–Fe3O4 NPs used in
our study is significantly lower than that of other transition
metal oxide (TMO) NPs, such as MnO2 (1370 F � g�1; this high
capacitance value can theoretically only be achieved for
ultrathin films or nanoparticles) or RuO2 (720–900 F � g�1) in
acidic electrolytes, it should be noted that the volumetric
capacitance of the (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n film electrodes was
comparable to that (246 F � cm�3) of previously reported
electrostatic LbL-assembled (charged CNT multilayers/amor-
phous MnOx NP) electrodes [42] and higher than that of
conventional CNT-based electrodes [64,65]. These phenomena
were mainly caused by the dense packing of well-defined OA–
Fe3O4 NP arrays on the CNT layer with good access to electrons
and ions in the electrolyte.

Because the loading amount (or packing density) of Fe3O4 NPs
in the CNT network is key for determining the volumetric
capacitance in a limited volume electrode, investigating the
electrochemical performance as a function of the packing
density of OA–Fe3O4 NPs can serve as a foundational path toward
the development of optimized supercapacitors. To clarify these
issues, we investigated the electrochemical performances of
(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrodes prepared from different con-
centrations (0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mg mL�1) of OA–Fe3O4 NP
solutions. First, as the loading amount of OA–Fe3O4 NPs was
increased from 28 (obtained from the 0.1 mg mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NP
solution) to 78 wt. % (the 10 mg mL�1 OA–Fe3O4 NP solution),
the electrical conductivity decreased from 136 to 90 S cm�1 due
to the decreased contact area among the CNT layers not bound
to OA–Fe3O4 NPs (Fig. 6b). These phenomena could also be
confirmed by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
analysis of covalent-bonding (CNT/OA-Fe3O4 NP)n and traditional
electrostatic (cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4 NP)n electro-
des (Fig. S9 in Supporting Information). Although electrostatic
LbL multilayer electrodes exhibited relatively low equivalent-
series resistances and facile electrolyte diffusion compared to
those of covalent-bonding LbL multilayer electrode, the volu-
metric capacitance of (CNT/OA-Fe3O4 NP)n electrode was 1.76
times higher than that of (cationic CNT/anionic octakis–Fe3O4

NP)n multilayer electrode as mentioned earlier. The highest
volumetric performance (248 F cm�3 at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1)
was obtained from the multilayer electrode containing the most
densely packed OA–Fe3O4 NPs (approximately 78 wt. %) (Fig. 6c).
The film electrodes containing 78 wt. % OA–Fe3O4 NPs also
exhibited good rate capability, as can be observed in Fig. 5c.
These results imply that the dense packing of 8-nm OA–Fe3O4

NPs, as demonstrated in our approach, can significantly improve
the electrochemical performance of supercapacitor electrodes.

The long-term cycling performances of LbL-(CNT/OA–Fe3O4

NP)20 and (cationic CNT/anionic octakis-Fe3O4 NP)20 supercapa-
citors were tested over 1000 cycles at a scan rate of 100 mV s�1

(Fig. 6d). The solution concentration of OA–Fe3O4 and anionic
octakis–Fe3O4 NP was adjusted to 10 mg mL�1 to prepare the
multilayer electrodes, as mentioned previously. For the (CNT/
OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 films, an enhancement of approximately 1–2% of
the initial capacitance (after 50 cycles) was observed; this result
was attributed to the increased effective interfacial area
between the electrode materials and electrolyte and to the
full activation of the electrode by an increase in the reaction
time [66–68]. Consequently, the high electrochemical perfor-
mance of the densely packed (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 electrode
was maintained until 1000 cycles with a very small performance
reduction of 0.8%. However, for the (cationic CNT/anionic
octakis–Fe3O4 NP)20 films prepared using electrostatic interac-
tions, an approximate 19% decay in the electrochemical perfor-
mance was observed after 1000 cycles. Such a decrease may be
attributed to the partial desorption of anionic Fe3O4 NPs that
were electrostatically adsorbed onto cationic CNT under con-
tinuously applied potential cycling. These results demonstrate
the excellent electrochemical stability of covalently bonded
LbL-(CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n film electrodes. Although we used
Fe3O4 NPs with a low specific capacitance to prepare the
ultrathin supercapacitor electrodes, the resulting (CNT/OA–
Fe3O4 NP)n electrodes designed using our approach exhibited
excellent energy storage performance and stability compared
with other nanocomposite electrodes based on high-pseudo-
capacitive TMO NPs [34,35,69]. Furthermore, these results
suggest the possibility that the use of TMO NPs with high
theoretical capacity can induce a higher energy storage perfor-
mance than that of (CNT/OA–Fe3O4 NP)n multilayer electrodes.

To further demonstrate this possibility, the 1171 nm-sized
OA–MnO NPs with high crystallinity dispersed in toluene were
used for the preparation of (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n multilayer film
electrodes (Fig. 7a and Supporting Information, Fig. S10 and
S11), and the electrochemical properties of (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n
electrodes were investigated at a potential range between
�0.05 and +0.8 V in 0.1 M K2SO4 solution. As demonstrated
in Fig. 7b, these film electrodes also showed a good rate
capability in the range from 5 to 400 mV s�1. In particular,
the volumetric capacitance of the (CNT/OA–MnO NP)20 electro-
des was measured to be 305710 F cm�3 (18375 F g�1) at a
scan rate of 5 mV s�1, which was superior to that of the (CNT/
OA–Fe3O4 NP)20 (i.e., 248 F cm

�3 at scan rate of 5 mV s�1) and
the electrostatic LbL-assembled (charged CNT multilayers/
amorphous MnOx NP) supercapacitor electrodes (i.e., 246 F
cm�3 at scan rate of 5 mV s�1) [42], as well as the H-bonded
(CNT/CNT)20 electrodes (i.e., 69 F cm�3 at 5 mV s�1) (Fig. 7c
and Supporting Information, Fig. S12). Additionally, the (CNT/
OA–MnO NP)20 multilayer electrodes also exhibited excellent
performance stability during CV operation (Fig. 7d). A slight
increase (approximately 110%) of the initial capacitance of
electrode after 1100 cycles was observed, which was almost
consistent with the phenomenon observed in Fig. 6d. Other
research groups also reported that the capacitance of manga-
nese oxide-based electrode was increased compared to its initial
capacitance during the electrochemical cycling test [70–72].
Additionally, Wang et al. reported that the specific capacitance
of MnO@mesoporous carbon nanocomposite electrodes increase
up to �110% of their original capacitance value after 2500
cycles [73]. They also suggested that such a slight increase of
capacitance during the cycling test was ascribed to the activa-
tion effect of electrode through increasing the contact area
between the electrode and electrolyte during electrochemical
cycling. However, as the cycling test of the (CNT/OA–MnO NP)20
multilayer electrode was carried out up to 10,000 cycles, the
capacitance retention was gradually decreased from 110 (at
1100 cycles) to 106% of initial capacitance.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated that high-performance ultra-
thin supercapacitor electrodes could be successfully prepared
using direct covalent-bonding (i.e., ligand-exchange) LbL-



Fig. 7 (a) HR-TEM images and SAED pattern (inset) of 1171 nm-sized OA–MnO NPs. (b) Cyclic voltammograms of (CNT/OA–MnO
NP)20 as a function of scan rate from 5 to 400 mV s�1. (c) Comparison of the electrochemical performance of (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n
multilayer electrode with LbL-assembled CNT multilayers/amorphous MnOx electrodes from ref. [42] at scan rage of 50 mV s�1. In
this case, the performance of the (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n multilayer electrodes prepared by our approach was approximately 34% higher
than that of previously reported one in ref. [42]. (d) Cycling stability of (CNT/OA–MnO NP)n multilayer electrodes as a function of
cycle number (n) at a constant scan rate of 100 mV s�1.
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assembled films composed of CNT and highly crystalline TMO
NPs in organic media. In particular, the direct adsorption of
densely packed OA–TMO NP arrays on the porous CNT network
structure without the aid of additional polymer binders or
insulating materials enabled fast electrolyte ion and electron
transport throughout the electrode matrix with a high sur-
face area and the comprehensive utilization of pseudo- and
double-layer capacitance, resulting in excellent electroche-
mical performance. Considering that our approach has notable
advantages over the realization of a highly uniform nanoarch-
itecture, chemically stable adsorption between the active
components, and facile insertion of pseudocapacitive NPs with
high qualities into the films, we believe that our strategy will
provide a basis for preparing ultrathin supercapacitor electro-
des with high energy densities and remarkable operational
stabilities.
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